
AN EXCERPT 

Because Andrew has enough love of his own self's image that he can give it to us that straight, his dedication
is really to "let's be photographed" and all of the art is, as I see it, in the service of that, and he is the most
this way of any filmmaker I know.  The only filmmaker that comes to mind that even touches him in this
respect is Joseph Cornell.  Unlike almost all of the filmmakers, the art is not primarily involved in using
everything that is out there to bespeak the self.  That's straight with him. Everything follows after, and this
makes him close to poetry, because to make poetry, poets have to be in the service of the sound and the
rhythm of a word.  Even in classical poetry rhyme approximates dream in a sense because it is the same
sound, despite for making or creating sounds.  In feeding all meaning along that part, and that dedication to
the sound and the rhythm he has with a similar, but totally different problem with film, because we are
dependent on what the light bounces off on out there.  I love him so much for this because I am a contrarily
other kind of filmmaker, as I see myself, more approximate to Murnau in that respect.

I think here is real guessing, and it's an artful intrusion and may be absolutely untrue, but my sense is also
that the evolution into False Pretenses, the second part has less love for his own image and more
dependency on the light, and as we follow naturally on that drift, as I understand it, is very, very hard.  The art
now is more in service of the light and less sure of others, as one loves one's self image less, than one is
also bound to love others more, complicated than more briefly, and then be more dependent on the light.
That's all outrageous guesswork, but I'm sure I'm right.  I'm not sure of anything!

Let me say this, the interesting question to me was poetry:  which side of the brain is involved in poetry? 
Well, both are, of course, and that seems heavy with possibility.  And yet, as all the poems I have known live
as sound first, and it's because those sounds and those rhythms are right that new meaning can come into
the world.  So something of that is what I mean when I say, though I don't like to call any filmmakers a poet,
and I've suffered too much from people calling me that.

Why I would designate Noren more than others as deserving of this is that of the particularity of poetry to live
first as sound and rhythm, and via that to bring new meaning into the world, seems to be true visually for
him.  Now note, that vision has the problem that words do.  Words are around us all the time.  They are used,
constantly slung, hurled like words, or doggedly dropped like teacups.  Whatever you do with them, they are
in the air around us all the time.  So are sights.  The eyes live in a multitude of sights that are more
difficult than symbols.  There is just a battery of symbols in our time.  So languages, compartments are built
up, and the problem is how to unstick these commonalities, which are necessary just to get the sugar
shuffled over to you, along the line of the counter where you are having your morning coffee; how it used to
be unstuck enough that new meanings are provided, that they are given wings in some sense.

With Murnau, it would not matter if the scenes were shifted around.  With Noren, scenes could be shifted
around, and it would not at all be freaky seeming.  Noren takes his precious pictures and takes years to find
the settings...they are camera risks, right?  No splices for a whole section of shots, as with in-camera or
sometimes, there is one shot drawn out from whatever pile of work.  These are set so that there are a series
of events strung along a line as if life were all one event.

Noren and the camera....he takes years to decide which of these camera orders are left in.  Years, I mean,
like around a decade when he's sweating and struggling over just what gets left in or out of this version of the
first reel. But generally speaking, he leaves in lots of camera ecstasy, with the shot changes being those that
occurred in the camera.  But then with the great caution as to exactly at what frame is cut off, and exactly
what color leader comes interrupting before the next, or for how much wattage.  So it's a curious thing of a
reliance upon the powers of photography, of the moment of photography, and then generally how I
understand his attitude, though I've never talked with him about this, but what it seems like to me in all of my
knowledge is that he chooses, a course he orders in great delicacy.  He chooses what he should throw out, in
effect.  That is where the energy lessened when he photographed, and that is finally discarded, so that you're
left with a high level energy of camera honesty, carefully placed for attention.

Has anyone ever talked to Noren, and has he ever said anything potentially different than that?  It's
interesting with Noren that personally he is so shy.  I couldn't bring myself to come straight out and ask him. 



So I made a good guess based on my knowledge on how this kind of thing can be done.  Then I also see
where the splice marks are.  I think he wants the work to stand as visual splendor.  I think that's an excellent
way to put it.  Though he is, I think, the one who can be most clearly designated at this time among the living
active filmmakers and poets.  I think that designation is more clear with Andrew Noren than anyone else I
know.  The only reason I wouldn't lean on it and find it valuable is because I don't think it is valuable to speak
of poets of film.

But to the extent it is, he deserves the designation as its highest honor.  That's why he is chosen.  One of the
reasons I chose to match his films with Murnau in this class is because he is the most extreme alternative,
that I equally honor to what Murnau is.  That is primarily because of what he does not have in the Ghost
Poems.  There are also emotional reasons that these two are linked. There is, I think, a similarity, a hip New
York sophistication to Noren, which is included with the kind of generosity that's all together opposite of
Murnau's leg-pulling.  Some simple things you could say if the world was simple is that they are both
romantics in a sense.
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